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Rainbow stacking bowls

Top reviews Latest Top reviews This set of five brightly colored wood Rainbow Nesting Bowls can be nested or stacked, providing hours of creative game for infants and young children. As children get older, they will have fun filling one with small items like beans or jewels, and emptying them into another bowl. Bowls can also be used in
kitchen play. Comes a choice of two colors with a red or blue base, the exact shades may vary. Made in Germany Grimms Spiel &amp; Holz from the European alder from managed forests. Meets or exceeds all EU-US security standards. Please note: the second to largest bowl has two air holes at the bottom as a safety requirement for
the toy to prevent accidental suffocation. Note on Grimm wooden toys: Wood is a natural material, and as such there are various unique markings. Variations of wood grain, paint, knots, texture or color transfer are all natural events in these hand-stained wood products. These unique variations and markings are proof of quality, not
defects. Enjoy the highlights that make your Grimm's toy unique! SIZE : The largest bowl measures about 11/2H x 4 diameter MATERIALS: European alder stained with water-based vegetable dyes, finished with natural food quality oil, SHIPPING RESTRICTIONS: Ships only 50 in the United States. ORIGIN : MADE IN GERMANY GIFT
BAG : GIFT BAGS ARE AVAILABLE FOR THIS PRODUCT. Age recommendations These beautiful wooden mugs by Grimm's, Spiel and Holz Design are hand crafted in Europe and have great stacking and nesting. Grimma bases its toy development on waldorf education philosophy. Their wooden toys are designed to help children
discover and develop their creativity and sensory awareness with products that want to touch over and over again that declare their credo: Joy with color. These gorgeous toys are made using alder, lime, maple and cherry wood. The tree is natural, regenerative and stimulates sensations. It has texture, sounds different and smells good.
Bacteria cannot multiply on a tree. All this does not apply to plastics or metals. All dye substances used are water-based and non-toxic, as are the natural oil used. Age: 1 +Size: 10cm Diameter Stacking, nesting, organizing and storing little treasures. Massive bass wooden bowls with hand-milled edges, giving each bowl a unique feel.
Made in Europe. The unique feature of grimm wood toys is a velvety surface, which results from the use of a color glaze that penetrates into the tree, leaving a matte finish rather than a shiny one. The individual pieces are soaked by hand stain and Grimms deliberately do not place the final protective coating on it to maintain the positive
properties of the tree. This method guarantees that toys stack more easily with greater toy options, and children feel and experience wood fibers and structure while playing. From time to time colour transfer will create new products that have unnecessary color pigments. Grimm recommends wiping a transferable surface with a damp, nobek cloth to remove color pigments. Grimm paints are non-toxic, water-based stains that are absolutely harmless and in-depth tested to ensure color resistance in contact with saliva. This test uses a liquid comparable to human standard saliva. However, some people saliva do differ from the standard, so some colors can be transferred
under such conditions, but stains are harmless. These bowls are great little fingers. On the given now he would mostly like to unstack them, but it will be great for him to learn his colors and use them with his rainbow block set. Excellent quality, beautiful colors and great fun. Our child has used these as far from 6 mos to 2 1/2 and I hope
she will continue to use them as she grows. They are used i. Our house stacking, nesting, as boats little peg dolls, parts of cities, and as bowls and cups for dolls. I got these my daughter her 1. For Christmas she is now 3 and I swear they have been with every day ever since! These are everything from gnome at home to dog bowls to
hats. My kids love to play with them and I love the creativity they inspire! I'm buying bigger ones for Christmas this year! So worth the price! This set is awesome. I bought this at our 8 months of age. Great training colors, he loves to knock them down when stacked, we've put snacks on them (use as a bowl). He also loves to bang them
and of course put in his mouth. I know they will be a favorite for a long time. Excellent quality! very beautiful, colors vibrant, deep enough littlest hands to pick up and manueuver. Yarn weight These rainbow nesting bowls are fun and educational! Your little ones can nest them, stack them, and if you make matching balls they can use them
to sort balls by color! My son likes to use them to arrange his hot wheels and other toys too! I use the worst weight yarn, but you can make them on any yarn, just adjust the hook size for the type of yarn you choose. Happy crochet!!! :):) :):)
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